
 
Sent: Tuesday, May 26, 2020 11:42 AM 
To: principal@yaraschool.net 
Subject: Online Classes - Feedback 
 

Dear ma'am, 
Eid wishes!!!  
This is the parent of Johnathan Joseph from 3rd I. I would just like to take some time to express my appreciation and 
gratitude for the online classes that has been going on for the past couple of months. 
Though the online classes was a new venture that was started due to necessity amidst a pandemic, the management, 
supervisors and the teachers have done a wonderful job of making the transition smooth, child friendly and an effective 
method of teaching and learning. 
The timetables are prompt and the communication of logins are clear and informed well in advance. Especially when a 
class has a mixed group of kids having five different 3rd languages, there has been precise messages to each set of 
students. 
As a parent initially I was a little skeptic as to whether online classes would work and whether the teacher would have 
control over the class, but I must say it has been amazing, how well the teachers handle the classes. 
I have to specially mention the class teacher Ms. Fareeda. She has been doing a great job of managing the online class. 
She questions each kid in between and if she feels the kids are losing interest she makes them stand up and do a little 
exercise in their places. She makes the class interesting by giving kids lot of activities which makes them understand the 
concept. She has a model of the activity in hand which she shows them and explains as to how they can do it at home. 
All this captures the students attention even when they are in a virtual class.  
She asks the kids to send their activities to her personally and encourages them with constructive feedback. She even 
helps in improving their reading capabilities by asking them to send her audio clippings of them reading their English 
lessons at home.  
The other teachers taking the hindi, 3rd language and art classes also are very effective.  
The moderator also does a great job of noticing when kids or not attentive and messaging them to pay attention.  
Many a time the supervisor also monitors the class and talks with the kids verifying if things are going well.  
Overall this online class has been a very positive and awesome learning experience for my son.  
I have also attached some pictures of the activities that makes my son's learning an innovative and enjoyable venture. 
Hats off to you and everyone involved in this endeavor for rising up to the challenge and excelling in it.  
Thanks and regards,  
Mary Jennifer.  
Parent of Johnathan Joseph.  


